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TRENDS & FORECASTING

How 3D Printing Can Help Combat the Supply Chain Crisis
and Inflation

By Nicholas West

The persistent negative effects of globalization continue to be on
full display as a confluence of worldwide crises are creating a
feedback loop leading to increasing shortages and inflation.

It is a topic that I addressed back in 2018 for Counter Markets
when I highlighted some encouraging signs that a revolution in
local manufacturing was taking shape as an ironic consequence
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of government policies surrounding the climate crisis. The fact is
that consumers always seek more efficiency, as we are all
naturally compelled to find the best value for the products and
services we purchase. Government restrictions on production,
environmental mandates and taxation can do nothing to help
create more efficient or lower cost outcomes. Moreover,
companies trying to adjust, engage in a race to the bottom that
has greatly contributed to our modern “Just in Time” globalized
production and supply chain.

I previously referred to a market analysis by Deloitte titled
“Consumer Product Trends: Navigating 2020” that is worth
sharing again as we enter the time period they previously
forecasted. In 2018, a “new consumer” was expected to emerge
from 5 key conditions that would offer an opening to smaller
producers to position themselves more strongly against industry
leaders during “rough seas.”
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I found the outline of the conditions above to be fairly accurate of
the economic climate in 2018, but given all that has transpired, it
becomes downright prophetic. However, it also has become clear
that we are still far behind where we ought to be if we are to ride
out the even rougher seas that we find ourselves in as we hit the
mid-point of 2021.

I think it is worthwhile to revisit the promises of 3D printing and
take a modern look at how this technology could be increasingly
important for mitigating some of the current supply challenges and
the attendant prices that are rising to meet increasing demand.

3D printing continues to improve and evolve to the point where
the only limit is one’s imagination. Although I will mention many of
these possibilities toward the end of this article, it is housing
where I believe the trend has the potential to accelerate the
fastest and may present the most opportunity for consumers,
investors and entrepreneurs.

Housing

While the semiconductor shortage has grabbed headlines for its
potentially apocalyptic outcome over the next several years, the
housing market might be the most glaring example of how fast
and widespread inter-connected economic impacts can become
when centralized systems start to break down.

The general home price and supply disruption that resulted from a
mass exodus out of major cities in the wake of Covid lockdowns,
combined with record-low mortgage rates, has now been further
compounded by soaring lumber prices. Here, too, we see how
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multiple causes – man-made and natural – magnify the effects
upon supply and demand.

(L)umber prices at the beginning of May 2021 were about
six-and-a-half times what they were at the beginning of
April 2020. On the supply side of the lumber market,
lockdowns have limited production. In August, the Financial
Post reported that “A plague of tiny mountain pine
beetles…has already destroyed 15 years of log supplies
in British Columbia, enough trees to build 9 million
single-family homes.” - AIER

ZeroHedge cited this graphic for further perspective:
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It’s not just lumber; Construction News is reporting that steel
shortages are developing as British Steel has halted orders:

There are fears that steel shortages could hit large projects
after British Steel stopped taking orders on structural steel
sections due to “extreme demand”.

The company, which is the only UK manufacturer of
structural steel sections, has been hit by the worldwide
strain on the supply.

A spokesman for the company said: “Due to extreme high
demand impacting capacity levels, we have temporarily
closed the order book for structural steel sections only. Our
order books remain open for all other products. Ex-stock
sales of our sections are unaffected by this announcement
and we’ll continue to despatch materials already produced
as normal.”

Asked by Construction News how long the situation
might last, he declined to make any other comment.

As ZeroHedge also notes, a natural option for those who have
been priced out of purchasing a home would be to rent. But the
flood into the rentals, combined with signs of a reversal back to
city markets, has just resulted in the single largest
month-over-month price increase in history, while new home sales
are now plunging, according to multiple indices.
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Throw in the declining purchasing power of fiat currency due to
overheated government printing presses and the predicament
gets even worse.

Any realistic examination would conclude that despite what the
government says – none of this is likely to be “transitory.”

Now seems like an essential time to explore how 3D-printed
homes can alleviate soaring poverty rates in third-world countries
and first-world countries alike. The U.S. in particular could see
standards of living drop exponentially as eviction moratoriums
expire and unemployment benefits finally conclude in tandem with
rising inflation.
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As always seems to be the case, the desire for solutions tends to
speed up in tandem with the severity of crisis conditions.
3D-printed homes have been around for many years, but interest
has remained limited mainly to hobbyists and environmentalists.

However, as an early sign of the wider potential, the first permitted
3D-printed home sprang up in Austin, Texas in 2018 as a
proof-of-concept by design company ICON which was working
with a charity to build low-cost communities in third-world
countries. At a cost of $4,000, the 650 sq. ft. home was produced
by three workers in only 24 hours using their Vulcan mobile
printer.

Since then, the company offered two homes in Mexico designed
to shelter people who would otherwise be completely homeless,
living on just $3 per day. Rent was set at $20 per month.
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ICON then returned to Austin in 2020 to help expand a full
community called Community First for low-income residents and
nearly 200 homeless; many of these residents were also offered
employment on site. Average rent is around $300 for the 400 sq.
ft. homes.

ICON continues to evolve and appears to be ramping up
production. According to a press release put out just a couple
weeks ago, the company’s next-generation printer is now
operational and has resulted in a maximum size home of 3,000
sq. ft., produced at twice the previous speed. This has led to 2021
being the first year their homes are now officially for sale. Austin is
one of the most expensive cities in the U.S., and these homes are
finished out nicely, but do meet the average price in the area at
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$400K. Extra value is offered in the one-week build time, far more
natural disaster resistance and checking off all boxes for
“sustainability.”

Judging by ICON’s careers page, they appear to be gearing up for
a wave of new demand.

But it is a New York home builder who has laid claim to the very
first 3D-printed home being offered for sale in the United States.
Kirk Andersen, Director of Operations at SQ4D, designed his own
proprietary printing system and is able to offer a 1,500 sq. ft. 3
bed, 2 bath home in Long Island for $299,000 – half the price of
other new construction in the area.

Demand is off the charts.
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“By the time I walk out of this house I’ll have 20 emails, 20
voicemails, and 20 texts, and by the time I get to respond to
them I will have another 20 emails, 20 texts and 20
voicemails, so it’s nonstop,” said Stephen King, the real
estate agent for the property...

“We’re trying to build homes and houses in half the time for
half the price,” said Andersen. “Our profits will be higher and
we will be able to show that with more projects that we do.”
CNBC

Meanwhile, California might be in the most desperate need of
lower-cost housing. Rancho Mirage aims to become the first
neighborhood built entirely with 3D printing. Mighty Buildings is
the company tasked with being the first to introduce this new
possibility as a remedy for the estimated 3.5 million new housing
units needed by 2025, according to The Guardian. While this first
community is designed more for the middle class with 3 bed, 2
bath homes, the company is in discussions to bring much-needed
housing to those closer to the poverty level. 350 sq. ft. homes can
be printed in less than 24 hours.

Other companies around the world are also gaining traction. On
April 30th, a Dutch couple became the first European inhabitants
of a 1,000 sq. ft. 3D-printed home designed by company Weber
Benelux. It is the first of 5 projected homes comprising Project
Milestone, which aims to offer rental homes at more affordable
prices. The couple is renting the property for $1000 per month,
which is half of the typical rate in Eindhoven. These homes were
mainly constructed off site, but were fully printed and assembled
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in just 6 days. The company plans to manufacture directly on site
in the future, further reducing time and cost.

In Italy, WASP has gone full eco by designing prototypes of
3D-printed homes exactly in the form their name suggests. The
Tecla utilizes a modular approach by combining the work of
smaller industrial printers that result in sturdy and locally sourced
clay homes:

The Gaia model is the first to use earth in the printing process:
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It’s incredible to think that there are still just a few dozen
3D-printed homes in the entire world. The potential for
homeowners, builders, designers, laborers, real estate agents and
even governments to solve a multitude of pressing problems is
extremely exciting. And if the homes themselves aren’t enough,
how about a 3D-printed brick from recycled plastic that generates
electricity?

Now let’s take a brief look at some of the other possible solutions
offered by 3D printing.

Medical Supplies

One of many problems with the medical system, even before
Covid, surrounds the centralized control over equipment. This was
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exposed recently by investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson in
“Right to Repair.”

Repair technicians say they can't do their job because
manufacturers withhold information to keep the repairs and
profit to themselves.

And it’s no wonder why – according to one technician interviewed,
the hourly rate charged by the manufacturer is upwards of $500
per hour, whereas he would charge $150. This became
specifically relevant to the Covid situation with ventilators.
Regardless of one’s position about Covid or ventilators as a
solution, it’s emblematic of the much larger problem.

When manufacturers control how, and if their products can
be repaired, it tends to drive up the cost to consumers, it
takes longer for broken items to be fixed, if they can be fixed
at all.

At the height of the crisis in Italy, a 3D-printing company offered
their ingenuity to quickly remedy ventilator shortages by turning
snorkeling masks into ventilators. The company was able to
produce the necessary valves in a matter of hours, as well as
design a new component that connects the mask to the machine.
Moreover, their files remain open source for other companies to
develop their own anywhere in the world. The entire 3D-printing
community responded by making an array of other hospital items
seen here. Naturally, the only thing holding any of this back would
be government regulations.

Longtime readers of Counter Markets might recall that Brian
Berletic perfectly outlined the many ways that 3D printing can
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assist in the medical field by localizing repairs and increasing
supply – often directly on site – as he himself has done in
Thailand working with the National Children’s Hospital.

I have been working with them for years and have produced
everything from needle disposal systems and thermoplastic
hand splints to dermatology tools and bed leveling systems.

Taken to the next level, at-home production can further insulate
oneself from dependence on hospital care for certain conditions.
While not a blanket solution, we have learned that in the
Covid-era all of us are more susceptible to not receiving either the
immediate or ongoing care that might be necessary simply
because of policy decisions beyond our control.

Consumer Products … And Survival Gear

It is impossible to recount the number of supply disruptions and
shortages of consumer products in the wake of the Suez
blockage, labor shortages, port congestion and various Covid
lockdowns and restrictions across the entire planet. It is, as
Christian the Ice Age Farmer has declared: an everything
shortage. So, what can we produce with a home 3D printer?

In addition to what Brian Berletic produced for his local children’s
hospital, he also discussed other items he has produced:

I’ve used my printers for building DIY lab equipment,
hydroponics accessories, replacement parts for broken
appliances, looms for weaving, molds for soap making, a
vacuum forming box, light fixtures, gifts, models, hangers,
hooks, and just about anything else you could imagine that
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people generally scrounge for in big-retail and even specialty
stores before settling on less-than-adequate alternatives.

In my previous article, I directed readers to some of the more
popular desktop 3D printers available through Amazon, but
fortunately we now have Sal Mayweather who is bringing the full
spirit of the counter-economy by offering his own non-KYC 3D
printers, payable with crypto. His site 3D-Printer Go Brrr features
the latest low-cost 3D printers like his recommended Ender-3 V2
which is under $300.

The V2 is the newest iteration of the Ender-3. It includes a
tempered glass bed, HD color screen, upgraded silent
motherboard & a built-in toolbox for storing nozzles, needles,
pliers, & other tools!

Sal discusses the many everyday uses at 11:00 of this podcast.
Aside from trinkets and toys, of particular note is how useful a 3D
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printer is for hydroponics and aquaponics, especially with parts
replacement, but it also can be utilized for any one of the
increasingly difficult-to-obtain parts in the everything shortage.

Here is a 3D-printed vertical farm idea from Hackaday.io
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Here is a 2017 video from a man who developed a 3D-printed
water harvester called the Dewdrop:

Because the Dewdrop weighs approximately two pounds, it
is easy to carry wherever you go. It is powered by a 12V
6000 man Li-ion battery and can produce about 1.86 liters
per hour of potable drinking water. In the desert, the
3D-printed invention can generate 1.2 liters per hour.
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The engineering student devised the interface to control
the operation of the device and its sensors, which
detect humidity, temperature, and a few other factors.

This concept has just recently expanded into a 3D-printed,
solar-powered, water purification and desalination system
that could be immensely beneficial to drought-stricken areas.
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Lastly, no discussion of 3D printing would be complete without
guns. And here, too, we find soaring prices and shortages as a
result of economic decline and social upheaval. Congress
continues to try and wrap their antiquated heads around the
concept by trying to issue regulations and bans, but it seems
increasingly desperate and futile once this type of tech becomes
available.

If one does retain some faith in “the system,” we can point to a
recent 9th Circuit Court ruling that overturned Trump’s ban on 3D
blueprints, so get them while you can. Otherwise, any sensible
individual understands that violent acts will be committed by
violent people with whatever instrument they choose. For the rest
of us who would like to maintain our teeth in the face of predators,
“ghost guns” are a fantastic option and have come quite a long
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way in recent years. They also functionally render gun control a
moot point. You can see a demonstration of Sal’s gun-printing
system in his interview with John Bush at 2:26:30 here.

The printer he used is the $250 LDR-002R shown more clearly
below:
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Sal envisions the following scenario which could greatly alleviate
supply issues across the board.

It’s going to get to the point where instead of going to a retail
store, you just download the files for a much smaller fee and
you press a button and when you get home later that day the
finished product is sitting on your Ender-6 or Ender-3 V2 or
whatever machine you have. It means these giant
corporations like Walmart and Amazon will have less power.

I also wholeheartedly agree with Sal when he emphasizes that in
order to become truly free, we should be our own bank, grow our
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own food, and become our own manufacturer. We now have the
tools for all three if we commit ourselves to becoming producers
in every way possible. Given the multitude of crises we face,
these skills will put us in the best position to help others, as well
as make healthy profits for ourselves along the way.

For further hands-on resources and education, you can find a
local MakerSpace near you at this Global MakerSpace Directory.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Delivering Satellite Internet To Remote Parts Of Saipan

By Vin Armani

The particular community to which many readers of Counter
Markets belong has an interesting relationship with technology. If
you are reading this article, you certainly have internet access.
You may even be reading this on a smartphone or tablet at the
moment. It is most likely you heard about our newsletter via social
media (on which you have accounts) and that you participate in
our private Telegram group.
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Clearly, the individuals interested in the types of ideas that my
colleagues and I explore are as technologically “tied in” as most of
the rest of the modern, Western population. It is for this reason
that I am often struck by the vein of anti-technology sentiment that
runs through a certain rather large segment of the philosophical
circles in which I find myself. This vein, as I have encountered it,
manifests primarily as fetishes for precious metals, off-the-grid
Neo-Luddite “self-sufficiency,” and apocalyptic prepping.

In this article I hope to present a glimpse of a path to survival and
thriving in the world to come that differs from the view of those
who believe that society will be reduced to ashes and therefore
preparing for a Mad Max scenario is reasonable. I will present
some concrete solutions and behaviors that I have personally
taken and that stand in contrast to the “prepper” mentality that
seems to be the default for many of my peers.

The Luddites were a group of 19th century textile workers who
vehemently opposed the introduction of the machinery that
formed the foundation of the Industrial Revolution. These workers
were, in many cases, from a long lineage of highly skilled artisans
who had learned difficult skills, held closely within families and
guilds, and who were being displaced by machinery. Certain
Luddite groups went so far as to physically sabotage and destroy
machinery. The Luddite doctrine was expressed as “machines =
bad,” but even a cursory examination of their true motivations
reveals a much simpler doctrine: “me without a source of income
= bad.” I see a parallel in the typical “prepper,” now often called
“homesteader,” doctrine.
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To be sure, I am a great admirer of anyone with a passion for
taking natural resources and, with skill and hard work,
transforming them into food, clothing, shelter, medicines, etc. I
think such individuals are using their time in a righteous manner,
in most cases. Where I diverge is when, as with the Luddites, a
moral narrative (“technology = bad”) seeps into what is otherwise
an expression of personal preference (“me working on my small
farm with my hands = good”). I have seen this pattern waylay
even the most brilliant Individuals.

In the early 2000s I became aware of a philosopher by the name
of Daniel Mocsny (known affectionately as “The Danimal”). He is
a unique sort of philosopher in that although he was quite prolific,
all of his writing was done in early internet newsgroup threads.
His posts were collected and organized by a few admirers and
you can still find the archives online. Many of his posts are from
as far back as the mid to late ’90s and yet, reading his work, you
can see evidence of philosophical and ideological stances that
have become popular and prominent only in the last few years.

One notable example is MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way),
for which Mocsny might be considered the philosophical
godfather. I had been spreading the Mocsnian gospel for years
when, in around 2008, Daniel and I somehow became Facebook
friends and began communicating with one another. We would
reply to each other’s Facebook posts and had some quite
interesting exchanges.

Any reader of Mocsny knows that he was a great fan of bicycle
riding. It was an absolute passion for him. What I witnessed was
how this personal preference morphed into a moral stance on
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climate change. He loved riding his bike. He loved spending time
with other cyclists and he developed a disdain for cars and those
who drove them. The global warming narrative (now “the climate
cult”) became something that he adopted to give a moral weight
to his subjective preference for cycling. How convenient it was
that the exact activity that he spent much of his time and energy
pursuing (for pleasure) just so happened to be the way to “save
the world.” His adoption of this cult mentality corresponded with
the end of his interesting philosophical work. It’s a cautionary tale.

There is a notion that when the SHTF (s*** hits the fan), all of the
modern conveniences of life will cease to function. The last
year-and-a-half should have put that notion to bed. Remember at
the beginning of the “pandemic” when people were emptying
shelves of toilet paper and buying up candles and generators?
People thought that the lights would go off and the water would
stop running from the faucets. In reality none of that happened.
Shortages that did occur were due to people panic buying and the
altering of consumptive habits by the population at large. The
electricity didn’t go off. For the most part supply chains were
recalibrated. We are seeing inflation, but that is due to
governments printing money like madmen to be able to prolong
unnecessary lockdowns and curry favor with special interests.
When the SHTF, what really happens is the rich get richer and
tyrants gain that much more control over the population. This isn’t
a result of technology; and a return to the way of life of centuries
ago doesn’t necessarily correlate with an improved standard of
living.

The real and looming threat is “soft totalitarianism.” In a system of
soft totalitarianism, the population is put under increasing levels of
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control but not through the use of coercive violence as in the
traditional totalitarian model. Instead, people are made to satisfy
certain prerequisites in order to be able to participate in certain
voluntary yet desirable activities. We are seeing this with the
current “carrot” of the COVID vaccine agenda. Instead of going
house to house and force vaccinating the population,
governments are going so far as holding lotteries where they give
out money to those who are vaccinated. Jurisdictions are creating
systems where fully vaccinated people are able to attend sporting
events or be maskless in public, while those who do not get the
vaccine are not allowed to do these things. “The vaccine is free”
after all. All you have to do is allow an experimental treatment to
be used on you and your family. No one is forcing you at the point
of a gun, but if you don’t, look at what you miss out on. This is the
pattern of soft totalitarianism. Expect to see this pattern extend
beyond just being able to go to a baseball game. Expect it to
extend to where you can work, where you can shop, if you can
travel, and perhaps even what services and utilities (think internet
and phone service) you can have. Absolutely expect future
“stimulus” payments to be tied to vaccination status.

One possible response to acceptance of the inevitability of the
above scenario is to begin reorganizing your life by assuming that
you will be cut off from “the system,” and need to be self-sufficient
in areas like energy and food generation. Someone taking this
approach will likely also be preparing themselves to be without
access to the internet at some point in the future. The logical
progression of this path is to slowly frame your life to be more and
more “Mad Max.”
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I personally have adopted a vision where there are alternative
“systems” that perform at levels of technological advancement
meeting or exceeding what is currently available within the
“establishment system.” My work with Bitcoin has shown me that
this can indeed be true in the realm of global financial networks. I
have also been aware, however, of similar ideas when it comes to
the all-important resource of internet connectivity. One reason
why we are mostly unaware of these alternatives and not actively
pursuing them is precisely because we have relatively
inexpensive and mostly “free” internet access readily available to
us.

In the mid 2000s I became aware of an open source project called
Netsukuku. This project sought to allow individuals and groups to
build a mesh network of standard off-the-shelf WiFi routers that
would constitute a wide area intranet or even an alternative
internet. A group in Germany, called Freifunk (“free radio”) has
implemented and improved upon this concept over the last
decade. Freifunk users run a special firmware in the routers that
turns them into part of a public mesh and gives them free internet
access. When there was a legal gray area about liability in
Germany for things done by users connected to your router, the
main internet connection for the mesh network was moved to
Sweden. So, if you are a Freifunk user in Germany, it looks like
you are connecting to a site from Sweden. This is the type of
initiative action that is available to the people and mostly outside
of the control of the global telecom oligopoly. If every German
telecom company banded together to say that you could not have
an account that gave you internet access, you could still get your
access via Freifunk. A world populated with these types of
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systems means that we don’t have to plan to be “cut off.” The time
to build these systems is before the cut offs begin in earnest.

One of the companies I founded here in Saipan is a reseller of
satellite broadband from a company called Kacific. They
contracted with SpaceX in 2019 to launch a satellite which is able
to provide satellite broadband service to Oceania and the Asia
Pacific region. The Northern Marianas Islands has remote
uninhabited islands where the only connectivity whatsoever is via
satellite (mainly sat phone) services. Kacific service is beamed
from the site location (such as a home in Saipan) to the satellite,
and then down to the gateway (connection to the internet
backbone) located in Indonesia.

Saipan has typhoons, but the satellite system can run off of a
generator or even a car cigarette lighter with a power inverter. A
few years ago there was a massive Internet backbone cable cut
that literally took Saipan completely offline for weeks. The satellite
system is unaffected by such an event. Although Elon Musk is
releasing the Starlink system, there are other satellite providers,
like Kacific, that have launched services in the last few years. This
is a massive decentralization of a very important locus of power:
access to a free and open internet. It is a step forward in
technology, not a step backwards.

If our future is to be a post-apocalyptic wasteland that starts
overnight, I believe that it is naive to think that one could
adequately “prep” for such an eventuality. I also think such an
eventuality is unlikely. What seems to me to be a more likely
scenario is a “frog-in-a-pot” tiptoe toward increasing control over
the daily lives of average people. The wealthy in such an
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environment are those who have free and open access to
valuable information and the ability to trade with each other (in
goods and ideas). This will require that alternative networks be
built now, while we still have a safety net of the existing system,
corrupt and failing as it may be, to fall back on. Those seeking
freedom in the coming age need to be pushing the furthest
boundaries of our technological understanding while tempering
and orienting their actions around a vision of sustaining free and
open societies. The explorers, groups like Freifunk, are out there.
Let’s get our hands dirty in both the soil and in the silicon. Let’s
see what awaits us on the frontier.
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WEALTH

How To Take Profits From Crypto Without Cashing
Out Into Dollars

By Jeff Paul
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We had visitors recently. I kicked my feet back on the recliner at
one end of our leather sofa. They said, “That’s a nice couch,
where’d you get it?”

“Overstock dot com. With bitcoin. Most expensive couch ever,” I
replied with a half smile.

Actually it was one of my best bitcoin purchases. I bought that
couch in December 2017 when Bitcoin was going parabolic.
Bitcoin was around $12,000 at the time before briefly peaking
near $20K on December 15th.

I also bought some gold and silver, and paid for Christmas with
bitcoin around that time. Sure, I felt a bit foolish weeks after my
purchases when the price nearly doubled. But I felt like a genius
when the market crashed over 90% not much later and I had
something tangible to show for the gains.

During the latest bull market, I have been capturing crypto gains
in many of the same ways that I have for years with a few new
tactics. In this article, I’ll provide details on these methods so you
can also take profits without cashing out into dollars.

But, first, a quick note on recent market movements...

Crypto Market Analysis

The crypto market has cooled off significantly since a month ago.
It may be the end of the wild upcycle as markets recently fell
nearly 50% from recent highs. Dropping that much is not common
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during Bitcoin bull runs. However, we never saw a clear parabolic
rise and fall that usually coincides with the peak of irrational hype
cycles. And, as far as I can tell, there’s still plenty of hype.

Mega-podcaster Tim Pool has been pumping bitcoin and
dogecoin on practically every episode to millions of viewers. Elon
Musk is still pumping DOGE on Twitter. Influencers of all kinds are
still pumping NFTs. And EVERYONE is seeking alternative
investments as refuge from inflation.

In my experience, nothing is a better indicator of where we are in
the cycle than chatter. The media silence during the deepest pit of
the down market is deafening. And the obnoxious, persistent,
uninformed, boisterous, clownish hype peaks with parabolic
market activity. When the market crashes, the media goes silent
immediately. There’s typically no lag.

It’s anecdotal, but yesterday the father of my son’s friend texted
me. Normally we just communicate to arrange hangouts and
sleepovers for the kids. He just got a new Robinhood account and
wanted crypto advice. The dude is a longshoreman. Normies are
still coming in.

Although I’m less confident than I was previously, this cycle may
have one more parabolic run before crashing to levels that silence
the obnoxious hype. If your holdings are already way up, or if the
market spikes again, I suggest taking some profits – but as
privately as possible.

Taking Crypto Profits Without Cashing Out To Dollars
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The problem with converting cryptocurrency into dollars at your
bank is that transactions happen through regulated exchanges.
You put your “hidden money” on-grid, heightening potential for tax
enforcement and whatever else the government has planned for
crypto.

To be fair, any purchase with crypto where you give your name
and mailing address also puts you somewhat on-grid. However,
it’s not as if small retailers are reporting directly to the
Treasury/IRS like financial institutions are forced to do.

Here are seven ways I’ve taken crypto profits without cashing out
into dollars:

Stablecoins

Stablecoins are tokens pegged to the value of another asset – like
US dollars. So when bitcoin or other cryptos decline in price, USD
stablecoins allow an easy and private way to protect gains.

I didn’t utilize stablecoins much during the 2017 bubble. At that
time, they weren’t well trusted and didn’t have much wallet
support. Today, it’s simple to swap any cryptocurrency with
stablecoins inside non-custodial wallets like Jaxx, Guarda,
Coinomi, and others.

The two stablecoins I’ve primarily dealt with are Tether (USDT)
and USDCoin (USDC). They are ERC-20 tokens that are stored
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and move in your Ethereum wallet address. This means they also
carry the same high transaction fees as ETH.

Moving bitcoin and other speculative cryptos into these USD
tokens achieves the same thing as moving them into dollars but
without oversight by the Cathedral – especially when using
non-custodial wallets and swap exchanges. For traders,
stablecoins provide a fast, convenient and private way to
reacquire speculative coins when the market bottoms out. For
general users, more and more ecommerce sites that accept
crypto also now accept USD coins at checkout (including several
recommended in this article).

Precious Metals

If inflation of the money supply continues apace, acquiring
precious metals with crypto gains can help diversify your hedge
and protect the value of your savings.

Of all the ways I captured gains in 2017, acquiring gold and silver
was the most satisfying. It was satisfying to have it in my physical
possession and for it to hold value while the crypto market tanked
from $20K to $3K. Sure, gold and silver didn’t see explosive
returns, but they’ve held value and then some. Another thing I like
most about gold and silver is it’s savings that I’m not tempted to
spend. Our household’s stashed cash was supposed to be
“savings” too, but ends up being used like petty cash.

A handful of reputable online dealers accept cryptocurrency for
purchases. I primarily use Money Metals to buy gold and silver
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Eagles because they accept a wide range of cryptos and I’ve
dealt with their customer service and they were top notch. But I
have also used others including JM Bullion and SD Bullion and
everything went fine.

Physical Goods

Besides the leather sofa, I have paid for most Christmas presents
for the last several years using cryptocurrency. With the price of
most physical goods climbing, trading your crypto for things you
need is another solid way to capture gains. I primarily use
Overstock.com, Purse.io and gift cards to buy things using crypto.
Yesterday, I bought an Epson photo scanner from Amazon using
bitcoin cash at Purse. And I recently acquired a chest freezer from
Lowe’s to hold a side of beef from a local farmer. I got the Lowe’s
gift card from BitRefill using DOGE.

Equipment

Along the same lines, equipment is a physical good that can be
used to create more value. Similarly, you can use the same
services (gift cards at BitRefill) to purchase equipment using
cryptocurrency. I have not purchased any equipment yet this
cycle, but if we see another spike in price, I have my eye on an
electric lawn tractor that can mow 2.5 acres on a single charge,
and some other gear.
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Other tools I’m considering are an electric chainsaw and a 3D
printer. Each of these tools can be used to generate more
commercial value if that’s my intent.

You can buy 3D printers and filament with cryptocurrency at Sal
(TheAgorist) Mayweather’s website 3Dprintergobrrr.com. He
offers a few different models with the least expensive still capable
of printing firearms.

Art & Collectibles
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As covered in past issues, art and collectibles are alternative
assets that store inconspicuous wealth. Potential thieves are far
less likely to see wealth in a framed print on your wall than in your
gold and silver stash. And art and collectibles deliver more joy
than shiny metals.

David & Goliath by MEAR ONE

During the latest bull run, I purchased two pieces of art using
cryptocurrency. The art (seen above and below) was purchased
directly with bitcoin from the artist MEAR ONE’s website.
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Revolution by MEAR ONE
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These pieces have already gained value since I purchased them
and they are awesome to look at.

More recently, I purchased some sports cards on eBay. Although
sports cards are also in an inflationary bubble likely to come back
to earth, the cards I bought are mint, vintage and highly desirable.
Again, for this, I used eBay gift cards that I purchased at BitRefill.
You can also find art on eBay.

Education

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” It feels cliché
to constantly repeat this quote, but it’s so true.

This newsletter is an example of investing in your knowledge.
Vin’s Bitcoin course is another great example. You are acquiring
the mental tools to be more capable and valuable in unstable
times.

Even if they don’t currently accept it, most course creators may be
open to adding it if you ask. I’ve been trying to convince Curtis
Stone to accept crypto for his From The Field membership. As
soon as he does, I’m in.

A few Counter Markets members are putting together a premium
homesteading newsletter with expert tips, tactics and tales related
to self-sufficiency. And they plan to accept cryptocurrency right
away. Be sure to look for that when they launch.
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Ammunition

If you’re seeking a safe store of value during a crypto correction,
acquiring ammunition might be a useful hedge. The price of
ammo has been going insane. Just finding any can be a
challenge sometimes. Prices for ammo finally appear to be
settling down a bit, so it may be a good window to buy some.

There are a few places online where you can buy ammo and gun
parts (to complete 3D-printed guns, etc.) using cryptocurrency.
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Crypto-Armory.com and CentralTexasGunworks.com sell common
ammunition rounds and FirearmsUnknown.com sells various gun
parts and accessories to manufacture your own private firearms.

I’d love to hear about some of the creative ways you’re capturing
crypto gains. Post to the Telegram group to give more ideas to the
community.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin prices pulled back significantly last month, crashing
through the $50K support level. Prices started off just beneath the
$60K level, and stayed there for about the first 10 days of May.
After failing to break through $60K, Bitcoin sold off all the way
down to $33K, a near 50% drop in about 2 weeks’ time. Since
then, prices have chopped around between $34K and $38K.

This is the first sizable sell off we’ve seen in well over a year's
time. We’ve had multiple 20-25% drops in price over the past
year; each one has been short-lived and immediately bought up.
This sell-off appears to be more significant, as it hasn’t been met
with an immediate surge in buying.
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Speculative mania has definitely entered the crypto world, as
we’ve seen coins like SHIB go from brand new to over $3 billion
market cap in a matter of days. There’s loads of new money
entering the market, and lots of people striking it rich on wild bets.
Whenever manias like this hit, spectacular sell-offs tend to follow.
For now the price does seem to have stabilized in the $35K
range; and if corporate treasuries had an interest in hoarding
Bitcoin in the $50-$60K range, our guess is they’re all over it at
these price levels.

The recent sell-off has been blamed on a variety of factors,
perhaps the most notable being Elon Musk claiming Bitcoin is bad
for the environment. The cult-like worship he has developed
amongst his followers basically means that whatever Elon says is
equivalent to Moses delivering the 10 Commandments. While it
seems ridiculous that a single individual could account for that
much influence in the crypto ecosystem, there are certainly loads
of traders, speculators, and institutional investors that run their
portfolios based on his Twitter feed.

In our view, Bitcoin prices are headed higher in the future, despite
any tweet activity from Mr. Musk. We’ll likely have many more
pullbacks ahead of us, and a lot of weak hands and new
participants in the market will need to get flushed out. But those
who can sit tight, or better yet, put new money to work at these
levels, are going to come out ahead in the end.

Demand from PayPal and Square users alone continues to buy
up 100% of the newly created Bitcoin each day. Bitcoin ETFs are
up and running in Canada, with the US not far behind. Morgan
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Stanley has added Bitcoin exposure to multiple funds they control,
and JP Morgan has its own plans to launch a Bitcoin fund this
summer. We also have multiple cash back in Bitcoin credit cards
coming – one from BlockFi, and another from Gemini. As people
begin to use these cards for their day-to-day purchases, they’ll be
able to passively accumulate 3% cash back in Bitcoin. There is a
massive supply crunch on the horizon, as demand will continue to
grow for Bitcoin as these platforms come online, and there simply
won’t be enough Bitcoin supply to meet it.

For those of you who are holding, just sit tight and ride out the
volatility, or add to your holdings if your personal financial
situation allows for it. For anyone who doesn’t have any Bitcoin
yet, this is a great chance to accumulate some, as we haven’t had
a sell-off like this in well over a year.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of
50% or more in a matter of days.

Silver Update
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Silver prices put in back-to-back gains here for the past 2 months.
Last month prices started off around the $27 level, and chopped
their way higher to just under $28 today. This is after the move
from $24 to $27 in April, so we’re looking at a roughly 17% move
here in silver over the past 2 months, which is rather large for this
asset.

We’re now roughly 10 months into this consolidation phase with
silver, where prices have bounced between $24 and $28. Short
term, there hasn’t been much on the way of news to break us out
of this range. The economy is in recovery mode, stock prices are
on the rise, as is just about every other asset class, and
gold/silver are kind of slogging along, being overshadowed by the
gains in stocks and crypto.

Longer term (3-5 years), it looks like inflation is all but guaranteed.
Interest rates are going to remain low, stimulus is going to keep
flowing, and prices are going to keep increasing as cheap dollars
flood the economy. Over time, the purchasing power of the dollar
is going to fall. Gold and silver have been time-tested proven
protectors of purchasing power, and we expect them to continue
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holding that role going forward. Gold and silver have been
considered money for longer than just about any other asset on
earth, and they’ll likely hold up far better than most other assets
once the speculative mania in stocks comes to an end.

In terms of short-term price movements, we are approaching the
upper end of the recent trading range now, which is right near the
$29 level. Chances are we’ll run into some resistance near that
level, and pull back a bit, ideally setting up for a continued move
higher. It’s been a pretty long consolidation period here, though,
so it will likely take longer than anyone expects before we get a
solid move higher.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still insanely
high. Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $12
over spot, meaning you’ll pay about $40 for a coin with $28 worth
of silver content. That’s a 42% premium to spot, and we really
can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Even junk silver coins are
going for premiums of $6 per ounce or about 21%, which is about
5x higher than average. Historically, it’s always better to be a
seller of precious metals when premiums are this high, as
opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos and Canadian Maple Leafs are selling for about half
the premium that American Eagles are. These coins are 99.9%
silver, and contain just as much silver content as the Eagles, but
they just cost about $6 less per coin each. If you’re looking to
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acquire physical bullion, these coins offer a far better value for the
time being.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 68.
At the time of this writing, it’s still at 68, so no change at all here
over the month. The 20-year average of gold/silver is about 60, so
we’re not too far off. The days of silver being wildly undervalued
relative to gold seem to be behind us now, as the two metals have
been moving in tandem lately, and silver demand has ticked up
some as it’s needed for industrial use throughout the world.

While silver is no longer historically undervalued relative to gold, it
is still likely to outperform gold in terms of percentage moves,
both up and down, as it tends to be the more volatile of the two
metals.

Be prepared for some added volatility in the next several weeks,
as the many asset classes are in bubble territory. The entire
crypto ecosystem just dropped about 50% in 2 weeks, and
chances are it won’t be the only bubble that pops. We’re seeing
signs of speculative mania in the stock market again with crazy
short squeezes going on, as the reddit-fueled frenzies are back.

With the stock market just shy of its all-time highs, a failure to
break through could lead to steep sell-off. We also have the
self-fulfilling prophecy of “sell in May and go away” which is being
repeated all over CNBC, so it certainly looks like the stage is
being set for a sell-off. Should that happen, we could see gold
and silver shoot much higher as people flee to safety.
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If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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